
A LITERARY ANALYSIS OF THE PLAY TRANSLATIONS BY FRIEL

Friel's storytelling techniques: an enabling drama. Translations is a play which requires a lot on the audience/reader's
part. They have to be aware of the many.

With regard to this point, Catherine Wiley highlights the relation between history and nationalism; she states:
All history, personal and cultural, is transformed as it gets written. Smith, Roberts. B: Gerrards Cross. An I
wan Pig an I wan for all da buzz an all da disco we do dance but hey ho an wadda ya know I wan fur sumthin
else! Owen exits as Hugh and Jimmy Jack enter, both drunk. Update this section! New York: Vintage Books.
Although language is the major theme in the play, this play is seen as a "history play" Klein, ,  As opposed to
twenty years ago, any kind of imaginary unity no longer seems to be possible, even ex negativo. Colonial
Ireland is actually inscribed in a dual state, for the Irish names, schools, and language still persist despite the
sweeping Anglicization, and the Irish people are also stuck in an irresoluble dilemma their hybridity poses to
them. Introducing language as a main subject for his play, Friel encourages the Irish audience to realize that
the Irish language is in a great cultural danger, another dilemma pursuing the post-colonial Ireland. However,
no matter whether they leave or stay at Ballybeg, they have to deal with their hybridity, for the colonial
confrontation has made any opinionated or wishful isolation impossible. Like the mixture of different
languages, different people also intermingle in Ballybeg. Unlike the energetic, ambitious empire-builders such
as his father and Lancey, who believe that they are creating a brave new world, Yolland is not an ideal
colonial servant. The following evening, Sarah and Owen sit in the schoolroom. They try to manage their
hybridity through negation, resignation, or reconciliation, but their efforts fail to negotiate their warring
identities, which condemns them to constant struggle and agony. Before leaving, Manus addresses Sarah but
without his earlier warmth. On the way to his father's grave which he has decorated with a gravel map of
Ireland "Ireland on the grave with the sea surrounding it" he talks to several inhabitants of the town, but only
in his mind, imitating their voices as he goes along. Sometimes, there are fragments of conversation with his
mother, but her voice comes from the tape recorder which Thomas carries around with him. Anderson,
Benedict. In opposition to the internal progression of movement as a way to deal with such alienation is an
external movement away and this is the reaction of Maire who reacts to attempts at force assimilation by the
British by making plans to escape to America. Doalty and Bridget, two more students in their twenties, enter
noisily. Smith, ,  She only knows a couple of words and a select phrase "In Norfolk we bespot ourselves
around the maypole" Friel,8. The exogamy between Jimmy and the Greek Goddess Athene, though in
imagination only, also breaks the boundary between man and deity. Richard Harp and Robert In the corner is
Jimmy Jack Cassie, a bachelor in his sixties who loves reading Homer aloud in ancient Greek. As his efforts to
reconcile the two cultures and people through translation are frustrated by the colonial antagonism, and his
own borderland ambiguity is forbidden in tense military conflict, the most hybridized person in the play has to
give up his hybrid ideal and take one side. Jimmy drunkenly falls asleep. They reveal a paradoxical
phenomenon of change and constancy, displacement and concomitance, for the Gaelic traditions still lurk
under the English cultural domination, and the characters are actually living with the clashing yet mingling
English and Irish cultures. Language politics ceases to be an issue, as wilful isolation has replaced the very
idea of a community-based politics. The play ends with a recorded dialogue on tape between him and Edel
from which we learn that he killed her â€” the only human being apart from his mother with whom he has
really exchanged some words â€” for refusing to hold hands with him. Owen reveals that Manus is lame
because Hugh fell across his cradle when Manus was a baby. She desperately tries to hold him back, but in the
end the other guy is dead. Unable to strip off their double cultural holdings or negotiate the two oppositional
traditions, the characters cannot come to terms with their adulterated selves. An I watchâ€¦da liddle quack
quacksâ€¦I lookâ€¦at the ducks as they swim in the morning sunâ€¦in the great bigâ€¦watery-shiteâ€¦that is the
river Lee. There are even words which cannot be translated from one language to another simply because they
do not exist in the target language. This is revealed explicitly in the opening scene of the play when the
students were ordered to attend school; the authority of law and the use of the English language were imposed
by law; this fact is shown in the actions of Language and Resistance in Brian Friel's Translations 3 the play
and explains the bewilderment of Jimmy, Bridget and Doalty: "And every child from every house to go all day
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every day, summer or Winter. Boltwood, Scott Matthews Peter. Yolland: Let's seeâ€¦ Banowen Translations, , 
This in itself is proof that English has become the dominant language over Irish. Furthermore, the issue of
language is important because it is related to "the depth of political unconsciousness" Kiberd, , 


